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My fiance and I finished the Lord of the Rings Marathon last weekend and she said that one thing she wants is a genuine copy of There and Back. She said she was missing like-minded people, so I know she doesn't expect anyone to get it for her, but I know it would be the perfect Christmas present. However, here's my
problem. Everywhere I looked it was either just an empty journel with a replica book cover, or the Lord of the Rings trilogy with a replica cover. What I'm looking for is a genuine copy of the book, with 3 different authors (Bilbo, Frodo, and Sam), with maps, from Sam's elven poem, works. I'm totally counting on paying a
few hundred dollars for one, and I'm fine with that, but I just need to find a damn copy. Does anyone know where I can find him? Thank you! According to the knowledge of J.R.R. Tolkien, the whole tale of the Hobbit and the Lord of the Rings was translated from a collection of magazines entitled Westmarch's Red Book.
Originally written by Bilbo Baggins and extended by his nephew Frodo, the Red Book then passed into the hands of Samwayz Gamji, who finally entrusted her to his eldest daughter Eleanor. It was visited by other peoples of the Middle Earth who contributed to his application. Replicated here as the original volume
started by Bilbo and continued by Frodo, this leather book is divided into several sections: The Hobbit (or There and Back Again) is written in Bilbo's own hand, which continues some notes from the Rivetell libraries. The Lord of the Rings tells the story of Frodo's adventures in the legacy and destruction of the One Ring
of Sauron. Frodo then passes the book to his friend Sam Gamji, who in turn records several poems he has heard or composed in his lifetime. Finally, the appendix to this includes poems and stories from the people of Gondor, Rohan, the elves and dwarves of Middle-earth. Measuring about 8 1/2 x 12 (22 x 30 cm), this
replica props is tied in a genuine red cow's head, embossed with Elvist designs and silver plucked from the star and Bilbo BB monogram. Pages of high quality textured written paper, laser printing and finally aged by hand giving them a worn look. The book is complete with matching leather ties, much like the original
props from The Lord of the Rings. Go to the contents of Home/Perfect Books for collectors, this hand-dressing 50th anniversary edition of the full Lord of the Rings is bound in bonded leather and created to look like the Red Book of Westmarch, widely known as the book that Bilbo is usually seen scribbling in. Stay
Geeky, Friends! Dismissing this magnificent book has the uncanny effect of instilling the feeling that you are, without a doubt, holding a genuine artifact of the past. The things that stood out to me were the old-fashioned smell, the feeling of aged skin and paper, the incredible craftsmanship, the stunning attention to
detail, and the extra-literature of research, went into this this (Bilbo... More This book is $%'ing incredible! A beautiful and compelling retelling of The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings, which really reads as if it were written by Bilbo, Frodo, and Sam, with an accompanying marginal and art-style style of each author. This
Red Book of Westmarsh really feels like an artifact from Middle-earth... More now that I came across the website and saw the images for the Westmarch Red Book, I thought it would make for a nice addition to my Tolkien book collection. But then after receiving the book in the mail and looking through it; These online
images have not done it justice! This replicated copy is beautifully hand-rendered and exceeds my expectations, certain... More I just got the Westmarch Red Book and it far exceeded my expectations. The effort and details that have entered this book are obvious the moment you deploy it. The way it was written and the
corresponding illustrations almost convinced me that it was Bilbo's diary. I will cherish it forever and highly recommend it... More I am very happy with the red book, it is magnificent, I absolutely do not regret that bought it, I thank you for the excellent work you did. Thank you. I love it. Amara (my daughter) gave me this
book for Christmas. I've been a LotR fan since I was 12 years old, and one of my favorite details is how Tolkien reads the line of a book containing his story at the beginning (Note on Shire Records). Decades ago, I came across a special red-bound edition to mimic the Red Book of Periannath, but could... More This book
is incredible. The craftsmanship and details are extraordinary and absolutely beautiful. I like the fact that Bilbo, Frodo, and Sam all have their own writing styles. I could go on and on about how amazing the drawings and maps are. If you're a die-hard fan of LOTR, this book should have. Part 2 Must be clear that this is
Bilbo's story about his adventures and Frodo's story of his (with added brief material relating to Sam, Aragorn, Legolas and Gimli). Thus, it does not cover the adventures of Merry and Pippin in Fangorne, Rohan and Gondor. He's also true to the narrative book, not the PJ movies: Crickhollow, Old Willow, Barrow White,...
More Just got the book, the quality is amazing and worth the price as it is so unique! Would have gotten it a second time if I hadn't had one yet, should have for lotto purists! It's an amazingly wonderful artifact. High-quality paper, layout, fonts, illustrated items, leather cover are all exquisite. It is interesting to experience a
fairy tale from what might be academically called your text, from which 2oth century editor J. Tolkien filled in his version of the stories. Various writers (BIlbo,... More THIS BOOK makes me speachless !!! when I opened the package (delivery to Germany had no problem), I held it for Before opening, cause it so feels like a
real piece of middle ground. I have a complete written (highly recommended) reason for his simple work of art by the master and made with such great details that you get lost in another world amoung ... More I just got this today as a Christmas present from my father. As a fan of movies and books, it was really
incredible. The amount of detail contained in the book itself was amazing. I was (and still is) speechless about this. Everything in the book is incredibly well done and I was awed by the seemingly minuscule details that were included... The more I just got mine, so I haven't read it yet, but after taking a close look at it, I
have to say that it exceeded my expectations (which were already very high as I knew exactly what I was buying and how complete it was drawings, poems, maps and family trees). It's bigger, thicker and more awesome than expected. The quality of materials and handwriting are amazing... More Red Book quality
exceeded my expectations. The skin is embossed and the tool is exquisite and the aged quality comes through in the treatment pages. Perhaps the most surprising for me is the text itself, sometimes quoting Tolkien, sometimes not. I found the text to be very emotional, and the side notes to be humorous and moving.
Very pleased... More After receiving the package with the book you feel as if postmaster Shire just send you the Westmarch Red Book straight from Undertowers. Everything from hand-skin binding to aged paper and of course the authentic handwriting of Bilbo, Frodo and Sam just feel as if crafted in Middleearth. You
just feel as if the story you know and love was... More This is a very terrific book! I and many others who have seen it all love it. it reads just like a regular book and I love all the drawings and works of art. A magnificent piece from a beautiful binding to a beautifully replicated and creative handwriting and drawings - not to
mention the text itself (what a good interpretation of how Bilbo describes his coming ring). It's a really great job. It's just an excellent piece of craftsmanship! It's very detailed, just can't wait to add to my LOTR collectibles. Highly recommended for every LOTR collector, this is THE ONE for us. Thank you so much for
bringing us the red book. How can I begin to describe this wonderful book? It's as if someone reached Middle-earth and pulled out the real thing. It's not a replica of the props. It's TREASURE. I can't say how happy I am with this purchase that even arrived early. Fantastic. It's a serious collector's item. The astoshing
detail taken to create a beautiful book is amazing. It's my own jewel! I love it! For the price, it's absolutely worth it. This book looks fantastic. It was supposed to be a gift, but it was well done that's hard to give away. I Am I one with blank pages as I want to become a travel magazine for those who are a huge fan of LOTR.
I can only imagine how awesome the full replica would be. Exceeded my expectations. My booking has arrived and the Red Book is awesome! Thank you for this incredible work of art. Will buy again soon from you guys ! I got an RB today, it's just breathtaking. A real work of art. Most appreciated for fast delivery too. By
Christmas, me! I must say that this is my best Xmas/New Year gift ever, and will definitely be one of my most treasured items. This is the holy grail of LOTR props. Every little thing is so well done that it really seems like it was created a long time ago by Bilbo, Frodo, and Sam himself. From custom leather cover art to
seasoned pages with calligraphy, everything about it creates an element that brings you back to a world that collectors like I know and love. It will always be proud ... Learn more
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